1. Towards a law of artificial intelligence

Woodrow Barfield

I. INTRODUCTION

Not only is artificial intelligence a rapidly advancing technology, but the capabilities of artificial intelligence which allow it to learn from experience and to perform autonomously from humans, make artificial intelligence the most disruptive and transformative technology of the early twenty-first century. An important observation to make is that artificial intelligence is already ubiquitous in society, it can be found in consumer appliances, the Internet of Things, Air Traffic Control Systems, the national power grid, healthcare systems, and all aspects of the “intelligent” highway transportation system from autonomous vehicles to the road itself. In fact, we are becoming more and more dependent on systems operating with artificial intelligence for the maintenance and functioning of our physical and digital infrastructure. However, as technology advances, so too must the law advance to account for changes in the capabilities of technology. This is particularly the case with artificial intelligence, whose abilities to learn and operate autonomously from humans is raising a host of challenges to established areas of law.

As noted, the “artificial intelligence revolution” is widespread throughout society; for example, just in the home, artificial intelligence controls many of today’s consumer products ranging from kitchen appliances to thermostats adjusting the temperature in a room.\(^1\) And in commerce, artificial intelligence controls the actions of digital assistants and electronic agents which buy and sell billions of dollars’ worth of products. In human-computer interaction, algorithms which support natural language processing allow humans and computers to speak to each other in a common language raising the specter of free speech doctrine. Additionally, the world is being networked at an astonishing rate, and in a networked world, the Internet is dependent on artificial intelligence to function. For example, consider the use of artificial intelligence for the following: to select content based on user-preferences, show targeted advertisements, predict and manipulate behavioral traits amongst users, create and design high quality content, help determine what a person sees in Facebook feed, and what ads a person sees in their Gmail.\(^2\) For each of these examples the use of artificial intelligence is allowing increasingly smart machines to engage in creative and sometimes unpredictable behavior; this aspect of what artificial intelligence}
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intelligence affords a system offers significant challenges to established areas of law that historically have relied on identifying a human in the decision-making loop.

Discussing the importance of artificial intelligence for the future development of information technology, Tony Tether, former director of the US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) stated: “machine learning is the next Internet.”3 Further, commenting on the relevance of artificial intelligence for society, Microsoft U.K.’s Chief Envisioning Officer Dave Coplin claimed that “artificial intelligence is the most important technology that anybody on the planet is working on today.”4 Within government, the Office of the U.S. Presidency under then President Obama took note of advances in artificial intelligence and through the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy offered workshops in order to generate public dialogue and to identify challenges and opportunities related to this emerging technology.5 But perhaps the conclusions of the business and economics research arm of McKinsey Global Institute, a technology think tank, that artificial intelligence is not only contributing to the transformation of society but that compared to the Industrial Revolution, the artificial intelligence revolution is “happening ten times faster and at 300 times the scale, or roughly 3,000 times the impact”,6 thoroughly states the case for artificial intelligence as the key transformative technology emerging in the early twenty-first century.

I will return to issues of law surrounding the definition of artificial intelligence later in this chapter, but as a starting point, a standard definition of intelligence is “... the ability to learn or understand things or to deal with new or difficult situations.”7 With this in mind, generally, the goal of research in artificial intelligence is to create computers, software, and machines that are capable of intelligent and, in some cases, unpredictable and creative behavior. Discussing the concept of intelligence for robotics, a particularly important application using artificial intelligence, law professor F. Patrick Hubbard described intelligence as “the rate at which the machine can receive, evaluate, use, and transmit information, and the extent to which it can learn from experience and use the output of learning to determine future responses.”8 Hubbard’s definition of intelligence is also similar to law and robotics expert professor Ryan Calo’s characterization of a robot which produces “emerging behavior” and can “sense, process, and act.”9 I should note that each of these aspects of robotics identified by Calo and Hubbard are made possible by the capabilities of artificial intelligence. Additionally, even though advances in sensor and other technologies are leading to “smart machines”, it is still techniques of artificial

intelligence and mainly the use of algorithms that analyze and interpret the data collected by sensors. These capabilities allow machines to perform autonomously from humans and this, with other attributes of artificial intelligence, is beginning to offer significant challenges to established areas of law.

I propose that the basic ingredient of artificial intelligence is algorithms which can be described as a procedure for solving a problem in a finite number of steps, or as stated by Microsoft’s Tarleton Gillespie, algorithms are “encoded procedures of transforming input data into a determined output, based on specified calculations.” But not all algorithms can be considered an example of artificial intelligence, especially those which program a robot to move in predetermined motions (i.e., repetitively) and with little or no decision-making involved. But algorithms which model complex human performance, human thought processes, and that can learn from experience, are considered by most to be an example of artificial intelligence; and when systems with these capabilities operate autonomously from humans, several established areas of law are challenged. For instance, for purposes of assigning liability under tort law, not all algorithms can be traced back to a human programmer, especially algorithms associated with techniques identified as deep learning. This is important because the more artificially intelligent systems are controlled by algorithms that were not written by humans, the more likely they will display behaviors that were not just unforeseen by humans, but were wholly unforeseeable. For the law, this is significant because foreseeability is a key ingredient in negligence.

II. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AS A TRANSFORMATIONAL TECHNOLOGY RAISING ISSUES OF LIABILITY

The use of artificial intelligence to create the range of behaviors shown by emerging smart technologies is core to the discussion of artificial intelligence as a transformative and disruptive technology. Consider machine learning algorithms which solve problems in ways that are novel to human operators. This scenario alone raises several questions of interest to different areas of law. For example, under intellectual property law, who owns the copyright to original works of authorship created by algorithms and who should receive the patent monopoly for inventions independently created by an algorithm that itself was derived from machine learning techniques? Further, if a system is controlled by artificial intelligence and performs tasks in ways that are novel and unpredictable to humans, if there is harm to a human or damage to property who should courts hold liable—the artificial intelligence directing the actions of the machine that caused the damage but lacks personhood status, or the human that lacks knowledge of how the machine performed or even that the machine was attempting to solve a particular problem? And while the issue of assigning liability for injuries resulting from human interaction with increasingly smart machines is of keen interest to legal scholars and to courts, in such situations the likely causative factor other than human error is the software and algorithms controlling
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the machine’s actions, that is, the artificial intelligence embedded within the machine’s
sensors, microprocessors, and computer vision system.

It is the case that machines that lack the ability to think beyond a few simple rules
directing their actions, are so devoid of intelligence, that no one would assign them
responsibility for their actions. A case on point is *Comptroller of the Treasury v. Family
Entertainment Centers*. In *Comptroller*, a Maryland special appeals court considered
whether life-sized animatronic puppets that danced and sang at a Chuckie Cheese
triggered a state tax on an establishment which serves food “where there is furnished a
performance.” The court held that “[A] pre-programmed robot can perform menial tasks
because a pre-programmed robot has no ‘skill’. . . It cannot ‘perform’ a piece of music.”
However, while a robot may not be able to perform a piece of music under the Copyright
Act, in other contexts artificial intelligence has arguably composed original works of
music raising the issue of whether the artificial intelligence is the actual composer of
the work. But what does make smart machines interesting and challenging from a legal
perspective? As argued repeatedly in this Chapter, the answer is robots that have capabili-
ties provided by artificial intelligence which allows them to sense the environment, initiate
actions, and solve problems using solutions that were originally unknown to the human
operator. By the way, these are basically the same set of attributes that make humans
“interesting” for different areas of law; therefore, it seems to me, the more human-like
artificial intelligence becomes, the more the law is challenged.

As a basic point, the use of artificial intelligence begs the question of who is liable if
the artificial intelligence controlling smart technology learns and solves problems in ways
completely unknown to the human in the system. In this case should the focus in assigning
liability be the person(s) that created the smart machines or the person(s) that produced
the software and algorithms which control the machine’s behavior and determine its
actions? If artificially intelligent systems write their own algorithms and solve problems
with solutions unknown to human operators, would it be fair to hold humans liable for
any harm the system caused? With an autonomous system sharing control with humans,
the future may be one in which significant issues of law and policy are brought forth
by the use of artificial intelligence, thus a body of law will need to be available to guide
courts in deciding disputes resulting from such systems, and particularly in deciding how
to allocate liability between human and artificially intelligent machines when the system
design allows joint control.

Given the requirements of the task, many current robots operate efficiently with a set
of instructions provided by a programmer, and when robots do not deviate from these
instructions, the law is well equipped to handle disputes involving such systems. A case on
point is *Jones v. W + M Automation, Inc.*, in which a worker who had entered a prohibited
area behind a safety fence was struck in the head by the gripper arms of a robot. The
court focused on whether the robot’s gantry loading system was defective when the
defendant sold it—while this is an interesting case involving a robot, it is a classic products
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12 *Id.* at 1339.
13 Calo, supra note 9.
N.E.2d 790 (N.Y. 2007).
liability case and litigated as such. But as smart machines such as robots become even smarter, more independent of human supervision, and rely more and more on artificial intelligence for their performance, if there is harm to a human or damage to property, attributing liability to a manufacturer or seller or any human in the chain of distribution will challenge current doctrine in tort, contract, and agency law. In fact, determining liability for the actions of an artificially intelligent entity performing autonomously from humans is an area ripe for legal scholarship and legislative action and we see the beginnings of this effort now by the FAA with drones, and state governments with autonomous vehicles. However, drones, autonomous vehicles, and robots, are in many ways different technologies, although they have in common algorithms and other forms of artificial intelligence to control and direct their behavior.

In cases where the harm is alleged to have been caused by artificial intelligence the court is often asked to unravel novel technology and apply ill-fitting case law to make determinations of liability. For example, common-law tort and malpractice claims often center on the very human concepts of fault, negligence, knowledge, intent, and reasonableness. So what happens when human judgement, or scienter, is replaced by artificial intelligence, how will courts assign liability for system failures? In a case decided in 1984, United States v. Athlone Indus, Inc. the court stated that “robots cannot be sued”, and discussed instead how the manufacturer of a defective robotic pitching machine is liable for civil penalties for the machine's defects. However, it should be noted that robots and artificial intelligence have become far more sophisticated and autonomous since Athlone and as such courts will continue to struggle with the question of assessing liability going forward as the use of artificially intelligent technologies such as autonomous machines gain mainstream acceptance.
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16 See e.g., Nevada State Law, NSR 482A.025 defines “Automated Technology” as: “...technology which is installed on a motor vehicle and which has the capability to drive the motor vehicle without the active control or monitoring of a human operator. The term does not include an active safety system or a system for driver assistance, including, without limitation, a system to provide electronic blind spot detection, crash avoidance, emergency braking, parking assistance, adaptive cruise control, lane keeping assistance, lane departure warning, or traffic jam and queuing assistance, unless any such system, alone or in combination with any other system, enables the vehicle on which the system is installed to be driven without the active control or monitoring of a human operator.” Further, under Nevada state law, NRS 482A.030 an “Automonomous vehicle” means a motor vehicle that is equipped with autonomous technology.


Not all machines driven by algorithms and analytical techniques raise issues which challenge established law. For instance, based on the actions of a machine whose task may require limited computational resources and repetition of motion, if a person is injured or property is damaged, the current body of law in tort is not particularly challenged, such disputes are successfully litigated under theories of negligence, products liability, or often resolved on technical issues of civil procedure. Behurst v. Crown Cork & Seal USA, Inc.,\(^{19}\) revolved around an intentional tort action when a plaintiff was fatally injured after being trapped in the danger zone surrounding a robot. The court denied summary judgment to the employer (but granted summary judgment to the manufacturer) finding among others, that the employer’s alleged refusal to reprogram the machine was an appropriate jury question in light of the tort claim. The robot in \textit{Behurst} was designed to “unthinkingly” move metal from one die to another, but if roboticists design machines which exhibit creativity, have the ability to learn and engage in non-repetitive behavior, under current legal doctrine it may be difficult to assign liability to any human in the system.\(^{20}\)

An example of the above point is illustrated in the following case. A decision in a consolidated class action in the District Court for the Eastern District of Missouri, found that the use of a computer program to simulate human interaction with a bot could give rise to liability for fraud. The claims in \textit{In re Ashley Madison Customer Data Sec. Breach Litig.}\(^{21}\) related to a data breach on the “Ashley online dating site” that resulted in mass dissemination of user information. The allegations were that defendants were engaging in deceptive and fraudulent conduct by creating fake computer “hosts” or “bots” which were programmed to generate and send messages to male members under the guise they were “real woman”, inducing members to make purchases on the website. It was estimated that 80 percent of initial purchases on the website were conducted by users communicating with a bot. I should note that the bot was controlled by algorithms, the backbone of artificial intelligence.

\textbf{A. Early Thoughts on a Law of Artificial Intelligence}

Except for Isaac Asimov’s three laws of robotics discussed in his 1942 short story “Runaround”, it is only recently that there has been an interest in developing a body of law that applies to increasingly smart technologies which are improving under the direction of artificial intelligence.\(^{22}\) In fact, several decades after Asimov’s laws of robotics, when expert systems began to emulate the decision-making abilities of human experts, the issue of liability for artificially intelligent systems began to be discussed within the
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\(^{20}\) Karnow, \textit{supra} note 59.

\(^{21}\) \textit{In re Ashley Madison Customer Data Sec. Breach Litig.},148 F. Supp. 3d 1378, 1380 (JPML 2015).

\(^{22}\) However, close examination of Asimov’s Three Law of Robots indicates that they apply equally if not more so to artificial intelligence. “A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm. A robot must obey orders given it by human beings except where such orders would conflict with the First Law. A robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection does not conflict with the First or Second Law.”
legal community. But perhaps the paper published in 1992 by Lawrence Solum on whether an artificial intelligence could be considered a “legal person” was key to generating interest in the field. The same year the launch of the *Journal of Artificial Intelligence and Law* revealed an interest among legal scholars and computer scientists to discuss how legal reasoning could be modeled and codified. Still, to date, there hasn’t been enough attention among legal scholars or legislators to develop a broad-based body of law to account for advances in artificial intelligence. I propose that the time to do so is now, and that the chapters in this book represent the beginning discussion on an emerging legal doctrine which will form the framework for a law of artificial intelligence.

As developments in artificial intelligence continue, based on the flexibility of its techniques, artificial intelligence is becoming a core technology in many industries ranging from e-commerce, robotics, factory automation, medical diagnosis, virtual worlds, and numerous consumer applications. The flexibility of artificial intelligence is also allowing its techniques to deviate from predetermined rules, and to be used for purposes other than its original intentions and design; this is leading to a diffusion of the technology into society far beyond that of other emerging technologies. According to computer scientist and artificial intelligence expert Michele Zhou three characteristics of artificial intelligence have contributed to its recent spread throughout society, these include: recognition intelligence in which pattern recognition algorithms are used to detect edges and lines in scenes; cognitive intelligence in which algorithms are used to make inferences from the analysis of scene data; and ambitiously, the creation of virtual humans. The first two characteristics when combined with deep learning techniques allow a level of autonomy among systems that is beginning to challenge established legal doctrine in many areas of law. But this is to be expected given that much legal doctrine which is applied to systems operating with artificial intelligence were enacted in an age of “low-tech” and non-autonomous machines, that is, before techniques in artificial intelligence were beginning to be used for a wide range of applications. Therefore, given the growing number of applications which use artificial intelligence, when regulating the next transformative technology legislators would be prudent to enact a set of rules which cut across diverse technologies that rely on the same underlying principles of artificial intelligence to act upon the world and to challenge different areas of law. More specifically, a body of law regulating artificial intelligence given its potential to harm humans, engage in commercial activities as an independent agent, and violate criminal law statutes, needs to be developed.
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24 Lawrence B. Solum, *Legal Personhood for Artificial Intelligences*, 70 N.C. L. Rev. 1231 (1992) (the central question of whether personhood rights should be awarded to artificial intelligence is discussed).
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B. How Soon Does the Future Get Here?

Many assume rightly that it is difficult to make predictions about the future direction of technology and when major advances may occur. However, what if information technology has been following an exponential rate of growth for some time such that one can accurately predict where computing power will fall on the curve, even a few decades away? Still, who would have predicted just a few decades ago that computers equipped with neural net algorithms could learn, solve problems, and exhibit creativity in music and art? Further, who would have predicted that computers with artificial intelligence would beat Jeopardy champion Ken Jennings; and that Ken would exclaim that he welcomed his new computer overlord? Similarly, world chess champion Garry Kasparov in losing to IBM’s Big Blue computer commented that he saw deep intelligence in the machines moves. And who would have predicted that in 2016 Google’s DeepMind learning algorithm AlphaGo would defeat one of the world’s premier players of the ancient strategy game of Go in what was then considered to be one of the hardest challenges for artificial intelligence yet? But soon after, an artificially intelligent computer designed by computer scientists beat experts in the game of poker which required the ability to bluff and to predict whether the opponent was bluffing based on incomplete knowledge of the advisory’s hand. Of course, while impressive examples of skilled behavior, these are examples of artificial intelligence performing in a narrow domain of expertise; at this time more human-like artificial intelligence remains elusive.

Outside of game shows, commentators have observed that machines driven by artificial intelligence are beginning to displace people from jobs in various industries and at an accelerating pace. Driverless cars, automated factories, and automated laboratories are based to a large extent on techniques of artificial intelligence capable of thinking, writing, creating, or even diagnosing disease. So, how far along are we towards developing artificial intelligence that will have the capability to fully engage our legal system as entities stressing the law or deserving of rights? This is a question which has generated much discussion among scholars producing a range of opinions. According to Yale’s Jack M. Balkin “we are still a long way from treating robots and AI agents as self-conscious rights-bearing or responsibility-bearing entities.” For this reason Professor Balkin argues that
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one of the central issues for a law of robotics is “to allocate rights and duties among human beings when robots and AI entities create benefits or cause harms.” I believe we should extend this observation to other technologies equipped with artificial intelligence, but eventually the focus of the discussion will need to be on allocating rights between humans and artificially intelligent systems that have reached human levels of intelligence and that argue for many of the rights afforded natural people under laws, statutes, and constitutions. Additionally, discussing how soon we might expect artificially intelligent robots (which I view more as an application of artificial intelligence), Neil Richards and William Smart, commenting in How Should the Law Think about Robots? concluded that while “robots have not yet reached the levels of complexity the public associates with science fiction . . . they are surprisingly close.” In a similar observation, Patrick Hubbard noted that “. . . in the next decade or so, a new class of ‘sophisticated robots’ will emerge by nature of their increased autonomy and intelligence.”

Since several artificially intelligent systems are already equal to humans in performance in a surprising range of tasks and are becoming superior to humans in a growing list of skills that were once considered beyond the scope of artificial intelligence, artificial intelligence does seem to be headed in the direction of human levels of intelligence. But, of course, there is a raging debate among artificial intelligence researchers, philosophers, and scientists as to when, or if, artificial intelligence will equal humans in general intelligence. We will not solve that debate through legal scholarship, nor will we make a major contribution to another controversial issue within the artificial intelligence community—that of machine sentience which if achieved by artificial intelligence would lead a rigorous debate on the granting of personhood status and constitutional rights for artificially intelligent entities. However, if artificial intelligence were capable of creative and inventive activity, then the question becomes—why shouldn’t intellectual property and other rights be accorded to the artificially intelligent entity? These questions raise issues that go to the very foundations of constitutional rights and intellectual property law, including the economic incentive to encourage certain activities, and the “moral rights” associated with according credit to authors.

I should note that autonomy and intelligence are both characteristics of what artificial intelligence affords a system, and by Patrick Hubbard’s estimation, robots that are more autonomous than current versions are just around the corner. Law and robotics expert Ryan Calo seems to go even further in speculating about the use of artificial intelligence when he states: “But the processing capabilities of robots translate to the tantalizing
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32 Id. at 46.
34 Hubbard, supra note 8; autonomy is a complicated concept that incorporates multiple meanings. It is a term that invokes self-rule, self-determination, and self-sovereignty.
36 Hubbard, supra note 8.
prospect of original action." But to some extent, I also agree with Professor Calo’s view that developing human-like artificial intelligence that comes close to mimicking human levels of general intelligence remains elusive, and unpredictable as to whether it will happen, or when. For artificial intelligence to progress towards human levels of intelligence, improvements in algorithms and more robust software will have to be made. Can we expect such improvements to occur within the next few decades? If yes, artificial intelligence as a subject within law and as a technology to be regulated by government agencies and by industry standards seems appropriate.

Most researchers agree that for artificial intelligence to more fully develop it is necessary for artificial intelligence to have access to greater computational resources. Gordon E. Moore observed as far back as 1965 that computer power was doubling approximately every two years. Over 50 years later, China’s Sunway Taihulight supercomputer operates at around 100 quadrillion cps; and exaflop computing (i.e., \(10^{18}\)) is just beyond the horizon. In comparison, the raw processing power of the human brain while not known is based on approximately 85–100 billion neurons with 100 trillion synapses, with the cell’s dendrites and cell body both performing computations and functioning as an analog digital computer. An interesting aspect of Moore’s law for innovation in general is that advances in artificial intelligence seem to be operating under a feedback process which creates accelerated returns. So interestingly, while human information processing and cognitive abilities are fixed by biology, in contrast, the capabilities of artificial intelligence are not and are quickly improving. With additional computational resources, improvements in software, and the further development of neuromorphic chips, I expect the autonomy and intelligence of artificially intelligent machines to correspondingly increase which will continue to significantly challenge established areas of law that historically has looked to humans as responsible parties in legal disputes.

In terms of postulating when artificial intelligence may reach human levels of intelligence, some argue that those who propose that artificial intelligence is improving in leaps-and-bounds, are “cheating” because they select a skill once thought solely within the domain of human expertise, then create an artificially intelligent entity that can do the same task equal to or better than a human expert. Rather than “cheating”, this is an example of the incessant progress being made in the advancement of artificial intelligence for skills once thought unapproachable for artificial intelligence. And if this is cheating, then there is an epidemic of cheating occurring within the artificial intelligence community as artificial intelligence is rapidly advancing in all aspects of society. But to
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37 Calo, supra note 9, at 532.  
40 Robert H. Hof, Neuromorphic Chips, available at: https://www.technologyreview.com/s/526506/neuromorphic-chips/; IBM’s DARPA funded SyNAPSE program to design neuromorphic brain inspired chips with 5.4 billion transistors each with 1 million neurons and 256 million synapses.  
some, once a milestone is reached by artificial intelligence, the bar is moved and the skill achieved is no longer considered indicative of intelligence. This sentiment led artificial intelligence pioneer John McCarthy to claim “as soon as it works, no one calls it artificial intelligence anymore.”\(^{42}\) Similarly, author Kevin Kelly observed: “What you can do now would be artificial intelligence fifty years ago. What we can do fifty years from now will not be artificial intelligence.”\(^{43}\)

Perhaps it is worth noting here author and futurist Ray Kurzweil’s predictions for the future given his seminal writings about the future of information technology and artificial intelligence.\(^{44}\) Kurzweil lists 2029 as the date in which an artificial intelligence will pass a valid Turing test and therefore be considered to have achieved human levels of intelligence. Additionally, he lists the date 2045 for the “Singularity” which he claims is when we will multiply our effective intelligence a billionfold by merging with the artificial intelligence we have created. Kurzweil’s timetable for the singularity is consistent with other predictions of noted futurists—for example, those of Softbank CEO Masayoshi Son, who predicts that the dawn of super-intelligent machines will happen by 2047.

III. CONSIDERING THE BODY

Artificial intelligence, embedded in different bodies, controls numerous types of technologies that exert a presence in the world including industrial robots, automated machinery, home service robots, electronic agents that engage in real-world commerce, and virtual avatars.\(^{45}\) However, as we transition into a digital economy and as we spend time in virtual reality, in many cases there is no physical body requirement for the intelligent entities we design and interact with, our alter ego may even exist as an artificially intelligent avatar.\(^{46}\) Yet the same techniques of artificial intelligence that are creating intelligent machines that are beginning to offer challenges to established law, may also lead to disputes when virtual avatars are used as stand-in actors, as our digital assistants, or as tools for cyberhacking.\(^{47}\)

Professor Ryan Calo convincingly argues that robots pose interesting questions for law because they have a physical body (the element of “embodiment”) which allows them to act directly upon the world; but reemphasizing a point, artificial intelligence “occupies” not only the physical body of a machine such as a robot but other “kinds of bodies.” This
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\(^{43}\) Kevin Kelly, The Inevitable: Understanding the 12 Technological Forces that Will Shape our Future, Viking Press, 2016.

\(^{44}\) Kurzweil, supra note 39.


leads to a greater range of applications for artificial intelligence (compared to technology such as robotics) which in turn leads to additional challenges to established areas of law. There are two observations which lead to this conclusion: first, as software, the code and algorithms of artificial intelligence can be copied and “implanted” within the “body” of many different kinds of machines and at zero cost per copy; and second, artificial intelligence can “exist” either embedded within the physical body of a machine, within the cloud, or as a virtual entity operating within cyberspace, this latter aspect of artificial intelligence results in a host of legal issues not directly relevant to machines which occupy physical space and predominantly manipulate physical objects.

As a broad generalization, we can think of machines as an analog technology and subject to the laws which apply to activities occurring in physical space and artificial intelligence as a digital technology which can control not only the actions of analog machines but of digital entities; this distinction is worth noting. Since the same software and algorithms that contribute to make machines “smart” similarly works to make objects within cyberspace smart; this suggests that a law of artificial intelligence will implicate more technologies than the law relating to machines and will reach not “just” the physical world but activities occurring in cyberspace. For example, in cyberspace, the question of whether an electronic agent that operates autonomously from humans can serve as a contracting party, whether products liability law applies to algorithms and software, and whether in the U.S. the Fourteenth Amendment is implicated by the use of algorithms engaging in alleged discriminatory practices are just a few issues of concern for a law of artificial intelligence.48

Discussing the importance of embodiment for robotics, Professor Calo argues that a robot’s ability to sense, navigate, and act upon the world “generally requires a physical presence, and that physical presence opens up a universe of new possibilities.”49 In other words, intelligence combined with a robotic body creates an entity with the ability to challenge legal doctrine. This observation follows historical developments in the law. For example, under common-law traditions, the law generally requires a body—and robotics provides a body. For instance, many tort actions are the result of a harm inflicted on a body, and with the exception of the legal personhood fiction established for corporations, historically, contracts are negotiated between people.50 Additionally, discrimination law is built around the concept that people (not inanimate objects) are the subject of discrimination, and so too are hate crimes directed at natural people; numerous other examples could be given.51 However, artificial intelligence doesn’t need a physical body to “exist”, and even in the physical world, there are exceptions to the requirement for a body. For example, conviction for murder in the absence of a body is possible, but historically cases of this type have been hard to prove, forcing the prosecution to rely on other kinds of evidence, usually

49 Calo, supra note 9, at 532.
50 The term “person” means an individual, corporation, business trust, estate, trust, partnership, limited liability company, association, joint venture, governmental agency, public corporation, or any other legal or commercial entity. Chapter 15 of the U.S. code on electronic signatures in global and national commerce.
circumstantial. The fact that artificial intelligence doesn’t need to occupy a physical body raises a host of unique legal issues given that legal schemes have predominately evolved to account for the activities of avatars that occur in the physical world.

Regardless of the element of embodiment, the very structure of artificial intelligence as software and algorithms raises significant issues for artificial intelligence that are independent of those associated with smart machines that exert a physical presence in the world. For example, under tort law, the provider or distributor of software is liable for harm caused by software errors. A fatal accident resulting from the use of an autonomous vehicle also illustrates the above point. A Tesla Motors Model S driving in Autopilot mode was on a divided highway with Autopilot engaged when a tractor trailer drove across the highway perpendicular to the Model S. Neither Autopilot nor the driver noticed the white side of the tractor trailer against the backdrop of a brightly lit sky, so the brake was not applied and the driver of the autonomous vehicle was killed. Given that the error was one of machine vision, I view this as a case dealing with artificial intelligence whose algorithms failed to discriminate objects in the foreground from background. For the concept of embodiment, a point to make is when a machine damages property or harms a human, the physical features of the machine may not be the most direct cause of the accident, or to use the terminology of tort law, the proximate cause of the injury, instead the accident may be caused by the software and algorithms controlling the system. For example, in Payne v. ABB Flexible Automation, Inc., a robot crushed a worker in its cell resulting in an action in tort. While this is considered a “classic” robot case resulting in a fatality, the court heard arguments on whether the robot’s software was a causative factor in the accident, holding, inter alia, that the plaintiff failed to provide evidence that a programming error was a proximate cause of the worker’s injuries. So, in Payne the issue of liability would have turned on the robot’s software had it malfunctioned, this reinforces a central point made throughout this Chapter, that the software and algorithms directing a machine’s behavior are challenging current legal doctrine more so than any other feature of the machine’s design. Upon closer examination of industrial accidents, I believe many cases that involve robots and automated machinery in general, actually turn...
on the machine’s programming including the algorithms directing its behavior. Thus, I conclude that the regulation of machines that are becoming smart should revolve around the behavior afforded the machine by its software and particularly the algorithms and analytical techniques of artificial intelligence controlling the machine’s behavior.

IV. MACHINES WITH AUTONOMY

Many technologies involving smart machines are becoming autonomous and independently determining the solutions they use to solve problems and achieve goals in ways that are often not predictable beforehand by humans. It is the unpredictable solutions to problems and in some cases the self-programming aspect of deep learning techniques, which take humans out of the feedback loops of a system and therefore raise interesting questions for the law to consider. For example, according to Jack M. Balkin, “the problem of emergence is the problem of who we will hold responsible for what code does.” I agree, the problem of holding code responsible for the actions it produces, is synonymously the problem which results from the use of artificial intelligence that has the ability to learn and change its behavior in unpredictable ways as it interacts with the world.

Judge Curtis Karnow of the California Superior Court, discussing characteristics of machine learning, observed that the challenge to legal doctrine brought forth by machines with true autonomy involves self-learning in which the program does not simply apply a human-made heuristic, as with the Roomba, but generates its own heuristics. This aspect of machine performance, which is dependent on software and algorithms to generate its own solutions, allows systems to solve problems in ways a priori unknown to humans. The more autonomous the system, that is, the more the human is removed from the decision-making loops of the system, the more difficult for courts to assign liability to humans when there is a system failure. Regardless, the technological trend is clear, based on emerging techniques of artificial intelligence, robots and other “smart technologies” that will become smarter and even more autonomous in the near future.
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63 One of the most consequential pieces of news for artificial intelligence from the U.S. in early 2017 was the California Department of Motor Vehicles and made available on the DMV’s website. It details the efforts of Google (or more precisely its Waymo subsidiary) to make autonomous driving a reality. According to the report, in 2016 Google’s self-driving cars clocked 635,868 miles (1,023,330km), and required human intervention 124 times. That is one intervention about every 5,000 miles (8,047km) of autonomous driving. But even more impres-
autonomous machines are seen as a positive development by some, prompting Professor F. Patrick Hubbard to conclude that “severe limits on autonomy drastically reduces the usefulness of robots.”

The use of autonomous systems directed by artificial intelligence can lead to significant challenges to current legal doctrine especially when the human operator is required to share control of the system. I view early developments in automation as a precursor for emerging applications of artificial intelligence and as an example of how established law will more and more be challenged by techniques of artificial intelligence. In fact, common law claims involving automated technology can be analyzed to provide a framework for the developing jurisprudence with regard to artificial intelligence technology. Consider an early wrongful death case involving the joint control of an airplane by human and machine. In *Brouse v. United States,* the court held that a pilot had the duty to be vigilant to prevent air-to-air collisions even if the plane was flying under “robot control.” Here the use of “automation” (albeit a rudimentary form of automation) did not absolve the pilot from liability, instead the court attributed error to the pilot rather than to the design of the auto-pilot feature of the plane. In *Brouse,* the court indicated that people have the responsibility to monitor automated systems or risk being held accountable if they do not. However, as artificial intelligence becomes more autonomous, it will become more difficult for humans to monitor systems controlled by artificial intelligence, on this point attorney Andrew Selbst comments that algorithms must reveal their basis for decision-making.

A more recent case of a human-machine combination involving a complex task revolved around the use of a robotic surgeon. In *Mracek v. Bryn Mawr Hosp.,* after a da Vinci robot malfunctioned, the human surgeons completed the procedure laparoscopically, and after suffering post-surgery injuries the patient sued the robot manufacturer stating claims of strict products liability, strict malfunction liability, negligence, and breach of warranty. The Third Circuit affirmed the lower court’s decision of summary judgment stating that the plaintiff failed to introduce evidence that the robot was responsible for his injury or that a rational finder of fact could find in his favor. In future disputes, the failure to use a robotic surgeon may be a factor considered by juries in
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determining liability, and whether humans have a duty of care to avoid an accident, even after delegating some of the operation to a robot or more generally to a system operating with artificial intelligence. On this point, a statute regulating autonomous automobiles operating in the District of Columbia, requires a human driver to be “prepared to take control of the autonomous vehicle at any moment.” As artificial intelligence controls more and more of the systems that represent the infrastructure of society a broadly-based body law regulating artificial intelligence will be necessary.

Discussing law in an age of advanced technologies, Judge Karnow describes one type of smart technology, “autonomous robots”, as “software that teaches itself by running experiments, or making other sorts of real or virtual attempts for a solution, correcting for error and approximating a result which it then implements.” These aspects of an autonomous system have the potential to solve problems using solutions unknown to a human in the decision-making loop, thus raising the question of whether the autonomous machine or human is in control and therefore responsible for any harm that may come to property or people. Consider, Bookout v. Toyota Motor Corp., a case which involved a wrongful death action following a fatality from a sudden acceleration of a Toyota Camry, here the court looked to the role of software as a possible system defect, discussing among others whether the software controlling the system could be considered a causative factor in the accident. During the trial, experts for the plaintiff testified that Toyota’s electronic throttle source code was defective, and that a single bit flip could cause the driver to lose control of engine speed. After a jury verdict in favor of the plaintiff, the case was settled. Gary Merchant and Rachel Lindor, writing about autonomous vehicles and the issue of assigning liability, argue that with a malfunction, it would usually be a programming error or system failure that caused the accident, which would then implicate several potentially liable parties. Additionally, the potential of system failures that may result from errors related to algorithms can also lead to product recall alerts issued by the government, or voluntary product recall by manufacturers. A recent example illustrates the latter point—Toyota decided to recall Priuses based on a software error that allegedly caused their gas-electric hybrid systems to shut down.
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V. INTENT, MENS REA, AND THE PROBLEM WITH DEFINITIONS

Consider an example with robots in which algorithms provide a robot’s grippers the force profile for a particular task. By this brief description, we can foresee that the algorithms could direct the robot to exert too much force (the *actus reus*) and damage property or injure a human. If the algorithm had the capacity to independently learn various force profiles to use for different objects and materials, can we look directly at the robot’s software and algorithms to determine its mental “state of mind” at the time when a particular gripping act occurred? That is, in a civil or criminal dispute, could the lines of code determining the amount of force applied to an object, provide circumstantial evidence of the mental frame-of-mind or *mens rea* of the artificial intelligence controlling a machine?  

Under current legal doctrine, if the code was written by a programmer, with no new software or algorithms contributed by the artificial intelligence, courts would look to the programmer or the programmer’s employer as the responsible party. But considering the fact that recent techniques of artificial intelligence can learn from experience and change their code, the ability to look directly at an entity’s code as a source of evidence in legal disputes would be a new development in the law and would arguably implicate the self-incrimination clause of the Fifth Amendment, privacy law, the First Amendment’s free speech prong, and procedurally the Federal Rules of Evidence.

For this discussion, consider a specific law: under the Model Penal Code simple assault is the most common crime against the person and is expressed as: “a person is guilty of [simple] assault if he attempts to cause or purposively, knowingly or recklessly caused bodily injury to another.” Can an artificial intelligence be thought to have purposively, knowingly or recklessly caused bodily injury to another? Will an examination of the software or algorithms associated with artificial intelligence allow intent to be determined? For a criminal action which involves a human defendant, in determining *mens rea* we currently do not have the technology to record the individual firing pattern of a person’s neurons to directly discern their intent (at the level of neurons) at the time a crime was planned or committed; intent is often deduced by circumstantial evidence. However, not unlike accessing code, according to neuroscientists in the near future we may be able to directly record neuronal activity and thus reproduce components of a person’s thought processes. On that point, Duke University law professor Nita Farahany argues that the neuroscience revolution poses profound challenges for constitutional law and specifically current self-incrimination doctrine, which she argues exposes a deep conceptual confusion.
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at the heart of the doctrine. If artificial intelligence is granted the fiction of legal person status, the same confusion will occur when artificial intelligence is compelled to testify against itself.

In a seminal case involving the Fifth Amendment’s self-incrimination doctrine, *Schmerber v. California*, the Court held that under the self-incrimination clause, no person shall be compelled to “prove a charge [from] his own mouth”, but a person may be compelled to provide real or physical evidence, and a brain scan could be considered by the court as physical evidence. By analogy, would the court consider software and algorithms to be physical evidence of thought processes and will artificial intelligence be compelled to provide such evidence? That is, will a future artificial intelligence that operates autonomously from humans be compelled to prove a charge against itself in the form of a software download? Surely, this topic is relevant for a law of artificial intelligence especially if the legal fiction of personhood is granted to the artificially intelligent entity.

Interestingly, there is some precedence that future courts deciding disputes involving artificial intelligence will look for intent from the lines of code. For example, a Minnesota appeals court allowed encrypted software to be introduced as evidence of the defendant’s intent to possess pornographic images of minors in violation of a Minnesota Statute. An undercover investigation discovered that the encryption software was used to change the extensions of files, allegedly to hide the true nature of the file. Similarly, artificial intelligence could encrypt its communications to hide the content of its messages. For example, researchers from Google’s brain division have demonstrated that neural networks can create their own encryption standard, and communicate between each other.

The learning algorithms do not require prescribing a particular set of cryptographic algorithms, nor indicating ways of applying these algorithms: it is based only on a secrecy specification represented by training objectives.

Additionally, current legislation in the area of encryption could apply to artificial intelligence. For example, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) requires certain healthcare providers to implement technical safeguards to guard against unauthorized access to electronic protected health information that is being transmitted over an electronic communications network, including encryption of data where appropriate. And further, under the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Financial Services Modernization
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Act of 1999, financial institutions must follow the Safeguards Rule, which requires that they develop an information security plan to ensure the security and confidentiality of customer information. In addition, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) recommends that institutions consider encrypting information that is transmitted. And the IT Control Objectives of Sarbanes-Oxley state that when appropriate, public companies should determine if encryption techniques are to be used to support the confidentiality of financial information sent from one system to another. The above rules aimed among others at the capabilities of software and algorithms, seem relevant for a law of artificial intelligence.

A. The Problem with Definitions

Recent techniques in machine learning involve techniques that enable computers to learn from experience, to learn by example, or to learn by principles of reinforcement. These are significant advances in machine learning that have occurred since the early days of artificial intelligence. However, legislators have not kept pace with advances in artificial intelligence, and courts have been inconsistent in deciding cases dealing with systems that display a degree of intelligence. To illustrate the latter point, compare two cases decided 20 years apart. A year after the first conference on artificial intelligence was held at Dartmouth College, a case decided in 1957 commented briefly on future capabilities of artificial intelligence. In *Arnold v. Reuther*, the dispute involved a driver who hit a pedestrian that had darted out in front of his car. The court held that the defendant driver did not have the “last clear chance” to avoid the accident, stating “A human being, no matter how efficient, is not a mechanical robot and does not possess the ability of a radar machine to discover danger before it becomes manifest.”88 This raises the question—how would the court have decided the case if a “mechanical robot” had been used?

Twenty years after *Arnold* was decided, in *Pompeii Estates, Inc. v. Consolidated Edison Co. of N.Y. Inc.*,89 a plaintiff brought a negligence claim against the defendant who used a computer to mail past due notices. The court stated that “Computers can only issue mandatory instructions—they are not programmed to exercise discretion” and thus could not act as a shield to relieve Consolidated Edison of its obligation to exercise reasonable care when terminating service. So, in *Arnold*, the court recognized that a machine could possess superior abilities to those of a human, while in *Pompeii Estates*, the computer system was deemed to lack the ability to exercise reasonable care. But more recent machines can engage in far more intelligent and autonomous behavior than both examples just given, which among others, will challenge the reasonable care scheme under tort law and create significant challenges to several other areas of established law. Thus, under tort law courts may have to raise the standard of care for machines with reaction times and sensors that are far superior to those of humans and that are controlled by artificial intelligence.90
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For a future which will consist of artificially intelligent entities performing a range of tasks throughout society, one observation to note is that legislators tasked with regulating robotics, artificial intelligence, and other smart technologies will have difficulty defining with specificity the terms of art in each field. For example, within the research community there are numerous and often conflicting definitions used in the literature for the terms “robot”, “autonomous technology”, and “artificial intelligence”; thus, determining the subject matter and scope of regulation for emerging smart technologies will be a challenge for legislators and courts. As an example, New Jersey legislators have defined artificial intelligence as “. . . the use of computers and related equipment to operate a machine to duplicate or mimic the behavior of human beings.” Interestingly, there is no mention of algorithms or software, or any technique of artificial intelligence in the definition. Instead under the New Jersey definition, artificial intelligence is described in the context of “computers and related equipment”; however, neither standing alone are a form of artificial intelligence; this limited view of artificial intelligence will surely impact the usefulness of the definition for any dispute involving systems directed by artificial intelligence.

Further, compare the previously mentioned District of Columbia statute on autonomous vehicles in which the driver must be prepared to take control of the car, to a California statute in which “autonomous technology” is defined as “technology that has the capability to drive a vehicle without the active physical control or monitoring by a human operator.” Whether artificial intelligence should be allowed to drive automobiles without the possibility of human manual control is a major policy decision with challenging legal consequences. But legal scholars have also been inconsistent when using the terms artificial intelligence in their writings. For example, discussing the use of terminology, Judge Curtis Karnow stated that the term “robot is used indiscriminately to refer to a wide range of machines which exhibit, or are said to exhibit, some semblance of intelligence”. A review of standard definitions indicates just how intertwined the terms used to describe smart technologies such as robotics and artificial intelligence are, although I argue they are different technologies (one primarily analog, the other primarily digital). Some definitions of artificial intelligence actually include robotics in the root of the definition itself, to wit, artificial intelligence is: “the collective attributes of a computer, robot, or other mechanical device programmed to perform functions analogous to learning and decision making.” Further, a common definition of robotics states: “Robotics is one branch of artificial intelligence.” Conversely, artificial intelligence pioneer Marvin
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Minsky indicated that “Artificial Intelligence is getting robots to do smart things.” Still, others argue that a characteristic of emerging robotic behavior is autonomy, which is defined as “the state of existing or acting separately from others.” To further complicate matters, artificial intelligence pioneer John McCarthy stated that there is no solid definition of artificial intelligence that doesn’t relate to human intelligence, and we still struggle to define human intelligence. A point to make is that even though the technologies of smart machines (such as robots) and artificial intelligence are different, the terms are often used interchangeably in legal scholarship, which will add to the difficulty of determining how to regulate artificial intelligence.

Considering that artificial intelligence controls the performance of increasingly smart robots, autonomous machines, and more recently, intelligent virtual avatars, perhaps it would be useful for legal scholars and legislators to think of artificial intelligence as a superordinate category in comparison to robotics and other smart technologies that rely on algorithms and machine learning techniques to detect patterns in data, learn from experience, and to interact with the world. Such an approach should lead to legislators enacting laws regulating artificial intelligence that would reach a wide range of applications that rely on the same set of algorithmic techniques for their performance.

VI. HOW ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE CHALLENGES ESTABLISHED LAW

The next section of the Chapter presents an overview of the increasing role of artificial intelligence in society as well as its challenges to established legal doctrine and policy. The main idea explored here is that artificial intelligence is a disruptive technology that is transforming many industries, and raising fundamental and challenging issues for the law to consider.

A. Agency Law

In artificial intelligence, among computer scientists, the term “agent” has a special meaning: an intelligent agent is an autonomous entity which observes the world through sensors and acts upon an environment using actuators and the agent directs its activity.
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towards achieving goals in a rational manner. Intelligent agents may also learn or use knowledge to achieve their goals. It is not uncommon for an artificially intelligent agent to serve in an agency relationship with humans. The term “agent” also has a special meaning in legal doctrine. Under legal doctrine, the law of agency deals with a set of contractual, quasi-contractual and non-contractual fiduciary relationships that involve a person, called the agent, that is authorized to act on behalf of another, called the principal, to create legal relations with a third party. Succinctly, it may be referred to as the relationship between a principal and an agent whereby the principal, expressly or implicitly, authorizes the agent to work under his or her control and on his or her behalf. For a law of artificial intelligence, there are several issues which arise when the agent is a digital entity, such as an algorithm or analytic procedure.

Transactions by smart machines which legally bind a third party prompted David Vladeck from the Georgetown Law Center to state “. . .concepts of agency may be frayed, if not obliterated, by autonomous thinking machines, even those that are not truly ‘sentient’.” However, under statutory and common-law agency since an artificial intelligence lacks legal person status it cannot serve as a principal or agent. Therefore, given the increasing autonomy of artificial intelligence, future courts will likely be tasked with deciding disputes involving artificial intelligence performing the duties of an agent but under current law lacking the legal capacity to serve as an agent. Consider the example of software that enters into transactions guided by algorithms. Professor Deborah DeMott of Duke University indicates that from the “standpoint of common-law agency, a computer program is not capable of acting as a principal or agent because it is not a person that may itself hold legal rights and be subject to obligations.” So too does the current generation of artificial intelligence lack legal person status and therefore the capacity to hold rights and be subject to legal obligations. This observation raises the question—what is the “legal status” of artificial intelligence in the form of software and algorithms performing activities much as a human agent would?

Addressing this question, Professor Deborah DeMott commented that under the common-law of agency, an electronic agent is considered the “instrumentality” of the person who uses it. Additionally, legislation concerning electronic agents is consistent with common-law agency; as under statutory agency law software is viewed as a tool. For example, the official commentary to the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act (UETA) explicitly characterizes an “electronic agent” as a machine that is the tool of
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the person who uses it, despite its ability to initiate or respond—within the limits of its programming—without further intervention by a person. However, anticipating future advances in technology, the commentary does indicate that based on continuing “. . . developments in artificial intelligence, a computer may be able to learn through experience, modify the instructions of their own programs, and even devise new instructions.” The commentary goes on to say that “If such developments occur, courts may construe the definition of an electronic agent accordingly in order to recognize such capabilities.” Thus, the UETA anticipates developments in artificial intelligence and acknowledges that the law will need to respond accordingly.

So, under current statutory and common-law of agency, an artificial intelligence consisting of software and algorithms, is viewed as an instrument, or tool, that is used by an agent who has legal capacity to enter into an agency relationship. But as artificial intelligence improves and makes decisions on its own, this analysis will prove inadequate. In fact, commenting on the future of autonomous machines Professor David Vladeck concluded “They will not be tools used by humans, they will be machines deployed by humans that will act independently of human instruction based on information the machine itself acquires and analyzes. . .” So if an artificial intelligence engages in behavior that was unforeseen, a byproduct of its ability to “think” and plan its own course of actions, who then is liable for its actions? Unless the law is willing to grant entities controlled by artificial intelligence with legal person status, such entities are beyond the law.

Under current tort law and particularly products liability and negligence, the failure of artificial intelligence to follow the instructions provided by a principal could in theory be attributed to a manufacturing, design, or programing error; compatible with Professor DeMott’s comments above, this analysis flows from the view of software as the “instrumentality” (or tool) of the person using it and with this analysis no liability is attributed to the artificial intelligence. However, the realization that the increasing autonomy and capabilities of artificial intelligence are beginning to stress different areas of law has prompted legal scholars to consider the issue of personhood for artificially intelligent systems. For example, Judge Curtis Karnow has indicated that a new legal fiction, “electronic personalities”, may usefully address conflicting interests to established law which are brought forth by the use of artificial intelligence. And in an early paper, Lawrence Solum explored whether an artificial intelligence could become a legal person under different legal doctrine and particularly whether an artificial intelligence could have legal capacity to serve as a trustee.

If artificial intelligence is granted legal person rights, the rich body of case law developed for common-law agency could offer guidelines on how an artificial intelligence functioning as an agent would be viewed by courts. For instance, in Taylor v. Roseville
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Toyota, Inc., a California appeals court held that an employer could be liable for injuries caused by an employee while using a company car to run an errand. While there was no express permission to use the vehicle for this purpose, the jury found “ostensible authority”, that is, the authority that the principal, either intentionally or by lack of ordinary care, caused or allowed a third party to believe the agent possessed. This analysis is consistent with common-law agency, in which legal consequences stem from one person’s conduct attributed to another and with the imputation of the agent’s knowledge to the principal.

As with human agents, for artificial intelligence, much of the courts’ considerations on questions of agency will be based on specific fact patterns. For example, in Commercial Bank v. Hearn, a Mississippi court held that an employer is not liable on the theory of respondeat superior for a car accident caused by an employee who was engaged in charitable activities during work time as the activities were not a central part of the work duties. Under the Restatement (Third) of Agency, “An employee acts within the scope of employment when performing work assigned by the employer or engaging in a course of conduct subject to the employer’s control.” “An employee’s act is not within the scope of employment when it occurs within an independent course of conduct not intended by the employee to serve any purpose to the employer.” While it is difficult to envision artificial intelligence at this time deciding on its own to deviate from a task assigned to it by a principal, its algorithms could have considerable leeway to determine how to select a route or perform a task and therefore engage in activities unforeseen by the principal.

B. Antitrust Law

As another example of artificial intelligence challenging established law, consider that only a few “hi-tech” companies with strong commercial interests in artificial intelligence through their acquisitions, mergers, and active research laboratories are dominating the field of artificial intelligence. This harbors worries about collusion and other monopolistic behavior, and raises the question of whether current antitrust law will be effective regulating the artificial intelligence industry. But more specifically, the functions of algorithms themselves could lead to contract violations. In fact, the role of algorithms in the context of antitrust law has already garnered interest from legal scholars such as Professors Maurice Stucke and Ariel Ezrachi (see their Chapter 24 in this book) who have observed that algorithms could result not only in collusion but in discriminatory pricing. From these observations, antitrust law is a rich example of an established body of law in
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the U.S. codified in the Sherman Antitrust Act and other federal and state statutes, that
will be challenged by the use of algorithms and other techniques of artificial intelligence.

C. First Amendment Law

Another challenge to established law emanating from the use of artificial intelligence
occurs when software and algorithms are used to produce speech spoken by machines and
virtual entities such as avatars.122 Given how widespread speech technology is embedded
within commercial products such as digital assistants, First Amendment doctrine for
speech produced by algorithms is more and more becoming a topic of importance for a
law of artificial intelligence. Under First Amendment speech doctrine, algorithms are a
relatively unexplored area of jurisprudence but will become more important as artificial
intelligence imbues more technology with the ability to understand, react to, and produce
speech. For example, consider a machine programmed to produce, interpret, and under-
stand speech. There are at least four aspects of artificial intelligence which create this level
of performance: (1) speech recognition algorithms to detect speech; (2) natural language
algorithms to understand what is spoken; (3) algorithms which control “execution”, that
is, the ability to fulfill a spoken request; and (4) algorithms which allow the entity the
ability to talk back to the speaker.

Law professors Toni M. Massaro and Helen Norton (see their Chapter 12 in this
book) argue that computers equipped with speech producing algorithms are pushing
First Amendment theory and doctrine in profound and novel ways.123 In their words,
“They are becoming increasingly self-directed and corporal in ways that may one day
make it difficult to call the communication ours versus theirs.”124 They indicate that this,
in turn, “...invites questions about whether the First Amendment ever will (or ever
should) cover AI speech or speakers even absent a locatable and accountable human
creator.”125 However, there is precedence that non-human entities may receive First
the case dealing with the regulation of campaign spending by organizations, the Court
in a 5-4 decision held that freedom of speech doctrine prohibited the government
from restricting independent political expression by a non-profit corporation.126 The
principles articulated by the Supreme Court in *Citizen United* have also been extended
to for-profit corporations, labor unions and other associations.127 Additionally, the
Court has made some headway into the question of whether the output of an algo-
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purposes.” Additionally, under Chapter 15 of the U.S. code on electronic signatures in global and national commerce the term “information” means data, text, images, sounds, codes, computer programs, software, databases, or the like.

According to Professor Stuart Benjamin, Supreme Court jurisprudence provides for “very broad First Amendment coverage of speech, and the Court has reinforced that breadth in recent cases.” Benjamin concludes that under the Court’s jurisprudence “the First Amendment (and the heightened scrutiny it entails) should apply to many algorithm-based decisions, specifically those entailing substantive communications.”

D. Commerce

Another area of importance for a law of artificial intelligence relates to the emerging digital economy of the twenty-first century. Given how widespread artificial intelligence is being used in business enterprises and for consumer applications, an important question is whether current legal doctrine is sufficient to account for systems engaging in transactions on behalf of humans and corporations in ways that are a priori unknown or predictable by humans. For example, a 2016 Stanford Business School White Paper on “Technological Disruption and Innovation in Last-Mile Delivery” emphasized how algorithms are being used to collect orders, monitor deliveries and supplies, determine optimum routes, and forecast demand for products. And in the digital economy, artificial intelligence does even more: serving as shopping agents, recommender services, data mining of customer buying patterns, customer service help, auctions, negotiations, contracts, brokering, reputation services, promotions, advertising, procurement, and creating product catalogs. From this list of applications, artificial intelligence is very likely to be involved in fundamental issues of commerce in terms of negotiating contracts, determining distribution routes, and so on, so just based on commercial transactions which occur yearly in the billions, artificial intelligence is challenging established law.
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The role of algorithms and other techniques of artificial intelligence in contract law is another emerging subject for a law of artificial intelligence. For example, in a case dealing with a software bot involving an internet advertising breach of contract claim, the court was asked to resolve a dispute over the meaning of “impressions”, a key term in internet advertising. In *Go2Net Inc. v. C L Host Inc.*, the court determined that the parties’ contract permitted visits by search engines and other “artificial intelligence” agents in the advertiser’s count of impressions. Here visits to the website by artificial intelligence were placed on an equal footing with human visits to the same website.

In a world of interconnected devices with artificially intelligent agents contracting on behalf of consumers, common-law agency principles, ecommerce statutes, common-law contract law, and Article 2 of the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) are implicated by the use of artificial intelligence. In fact, within the field of commerce there are numerous challenges to established legal doctrine based on the use of software and algorithms to conduct commercial transactions. For example, under the UCC a current topic of interest in contract law is whether algorithms and other techniques of artificial intelligence should be considered goods or a service. This is an important distinction as goods and services receive different treatment by the legal system, including different protections.

Whether an algorithm is considered as goods under the UCC has not been adequately addressed by courts or legislators, but courts normally consider software to be “goods”, which the UCC defines as “all things . . . which are movable at the time of identification to the contract for sale . . .”. However, algorithms often perform services such as searching the Internet to find the cheapest flight or shortest distance to reach a destination. As such, many commercial software vendors argue that their software is a service, and utilize licensing schemes to maintain control over their product. Complications may arise when product liability claims are directed to failures in software, as computer code has not generally been considered a “product” but instead thought of as a “service”, with cases seeking compensation caused by alleged defective software more often preceding as breach of warranty cases rather than product liability cases.

Even though there is no dispute within the legal community that the purchase and sale of machines such as robots are “goods” under commercial law, in contrast, software and algorithms used for commercial transactions are something of a conundrum and present a challenge to established legal doctrine. Recalling that artificial intelligence is expressed in the form of code and algorithms, products liability involving computer software and the conditions under which software is covered by the UCC are issues which will be implicated by the use, sale, and licensing of artificial intelligence, and will
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challenge established legal doctrine as artificial intelligence improves and makes decisions independent of humans.  

E. Discriminatory Practices by Algorithms

As another example of how artificial intelligence is beginning to challenge established legal doctrine consider the use of algorithms in areas given constitutional protection by federal statutes. For example, consider a machine-learning algorithm that is used by a company for employee hiring decisions. Claire Miller notes that algorithms can reinforce human prejudices, and target unsuspecting populations. On this point, the Federal Trade Commission commented that unscrupulous advertisers can use algorithms to target people living in low income neighborhoods with high-interest loans.

Generally, employment discrimination laws seek to prevent discrimination based on race, sex, religion, national origin, physical disability, and age by employers, all factors an artificially intelligent system using algorithms may consider when evaluating potential employees. The wide body of statutory law enacted to prevent discriminatory practices could be triggered by the use of algorithms and thus would be relevant to a law of artificial intelligence. That the use of algorithms may result in discriminatory practices in situations protected by federal statutes will surely be an important issue for courts and legislators to consider as artificial intelligence proliferates into society.

When considering discriminatory practices, an area of interest for a law of artificial intelligence is employment law. As a basic question, if an algorithm discriminates against applicants based on race, gender, or age will the employer be liable under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which prohibits employment discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, or national origin; or be liable under the Equal Pay Act of 1963 which protects men and women who perform substantially equal work in the

same establishment from sex-based wage discrimination? Further, in developing a law of artificial intelligence, will an algorithm be found to discriminate under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967, which protects individuals who are 40 years of age or older? Or could an algorithm be found to engage in discriminatory practices under Title I and Title V of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, which prohibits employment discrimination against qualified individuals with disabilities in the private sector, state, and local governments? Additionally, would the use of algorithms in decision-making contexts trigger Sections 501 and 505 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, which prohibits discrimination against qualified individuals with disabilities who work in the federal government; or more generally the Civil Rights Act of 1991, which, among others, provides monetary damages in cases of intentional employment discrimination? From the above list, it is clear that the use of artificial intelligence has the potential to challenge entire bodies of statutory law which relate to constitutional issues of equality; this important topic of law which could be challenged by the use of algorithms would seem to be a proper subject for a law of artificial intelligence and for legislative action.

F. Issues of Jurisdiction

The structure and form of artificial intelligence consisting of bits moving through the Internet could undermine certain assumptions that gave rise to the traditional model of jurisdiction which was articulated among others in American Banana Company v. United Fruit Company. In American, the Court stated: “The character of an act as lawful or unlawful must be determined wholly by the law of the country where the act is done.” But of course, this “territorial-based view” of jurisdiction provides few guidelines for an Internet connected world and even less so for artificial intelligence moving throughout cyberspace.

In the 1980s courts began to face the challenge of applying long-standing principles of personal jurisdiction to a borderless communication medium that enabled individuals to instantaneously interact across state and international boundaries. From International
Shoe Co. v. Washington, it was held that specific jurisdiction over a defendant could be established by a court only if he or she had “certain minimum contacts” which give rise to the action in question in the forum such that the exercise of jurisdiction “does not offend traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice.” The question raised by legal scholars was whether geography-based laws of jurisdiction applied to the borderless boundaries of cyberspace. Similarly, would established law, such as International Shoe, be applicable if a person was subject to personal jurisdiction in a distant forum based solely on the activities of artificial intelligence working independently of the human? And if so under which fact patterns?

In evaluating the assertion of jurisdiction in cases involving the Internet, courts have applied both traditional tests and in some cases standards customized to the online world. For example, in Zippo Manufacturing Co. v. Zippo Dot Com, Inc., a Federal Court held that “the likelihood that personal jurisdiction can be constitutionally exercised is directly proportionate to the nature and quality of commercial activity that an entity conducts over the Internet.” The “sliding scale” or “Zippo Test” has been generally accepted as the standard in Federal Courts in deciding personal jurisdiction in Internet cases; however, the type of activities resulting from the use of artificial intelligence does not fit neatly in the Zippo test, among others because the test is aimed at websites hosting information for human consumption and establishing the location of artificial intelligence at any particular website located in physical space may be difficult. On this point, Professors Susan Brenner and Bert-Jaap Koops stated, “. . . with cybercrime it is difficult to pinpoint ‘where’ the act actually takes place”, and such may especially be the case with artificial intelligence. They further indicate that “Publishing a Web site with a content-related offense. . . such as hate speech, may be considered to take place at the computer where the material is uploaded, which constitutes the act of publishing the material. But the act of uploading can cover several countries. . .;” exacerbating the problem of determining jurisdiction, this is especially true for artificial intelligence.

Based on the Zippo test, this last observation that “cyber activities” may cross international boundaries poses problems for determining jurisdiction when digital content in the form of artificial intelligence is involved. Of course, in addition to Zippo there are other cases which have explored the issue of Internet jurisdiction, but taken together they have produced a complex web of rules, sensitive to different fact patterns, which are difficult to apply to artificial intelligence. In fact, determining Internet jurisdiction for activities occurring within cyberspace will be exacerbated by artificial intelligence because it can move effortlessly across physical boundaries and as a new development act autonomously from humans in a distant forum. In Bragg v. Linden Research, Inc, which involved a
dispute over virtual property located in the online world of Second Life, the court ruled that the district court had personal jurisdiction over Linden based on representations made by its representatives in national advertisements and based on Rosedale’s “attendance” at several virtual town meetings hosted by Second Life. On the issue of personal jurisdiction, Judge Robreno’s discussion of minimum contacts had some unique twists when he recognized that Rosedale’s avatar may have actually interacted with Bragg’s avatar within the virtual world. Once inside Second Life, participants could view virtual property, read additional materials about purchasing virtual property, interact with other avatars who owned virtual property, and, ultimately, purchase virtual property themselves. Significantly, participants could even interact with Rosedale’s avatar in Second Life during town hall meetings that he held on the topic of virtual property.

G. The Use of Artificial Intelligence as Evidence

Another body of law which will be challenged by the use of artificial intelligence relates to the issue of authenticating artificial intelligence when used for evidentiary purposes in court proceedings. In the U.S. under the Federal Rules of Evidence (FRE), for evidentiary purposes, authenticating evidence means that the proponent must produce evidence sufficient to support a finding that the item is what the proponent claims it is. While there is no definition of artificial intelligence in the FRE or Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP), a discussion of electronically stored information (ESI) may shed light on how courts will view the admissibility of artificial intelligence when proffered as evidence. For comparison purposes, not unlike artificial intelligence, electronically stored information is “information created, manipulated, communicated, stored, and best utilized in digital form, requiring the use of computer hardware and software.”

Some uses of ESI for evidentiary purposes were clarified by the court in Lorraine v. Markel American Insurance Co. in which the plaintiff brought a federal action to enforce an arbitrator’s finding and to set aside the limits placed on the award. While the defendant counterclaimed to enforce the arbitrator’s award in full, the problem for both sides was that neither supplied the evidentiary foundation needed for the court to rely upon various e-mails and other ESI offered in support of and in opposition to the arbitrator’s award. The court’s analysis in Lorraine discussed several issues that may help future courts determine how artificial intelligence should be proffered in admissible form. This includes whether the artificial intelligence is relevant, authentic, hearsay and, if so,
whether it meets an applicable exception under the FRE. Additionally, courts will need to determine whether artificial intelligence can be considered an original or an acceptable duplicate (or “best evidence”), or whether it meets an exception. And, when proffered as evidence courts will need to consider whether the probative value of the artificial intelligence is outweighed by unfair prejudice. This could be an issue of particular interest to courts given algorithms may use discriminatory practices for decision-making. There are, of course, a multitude of ways to authenticate artificial intelligence for evidentiary purposes, for example, relying on any “self-authenticating” characteristics of the artificial intelligence itself.

Additionally, the rules on hearsay will also be relevant for artificial intelligence proffered as evidence, as well as the many exceptions for hearsay. But two broad points should be made. First, lacking legal personhood status much of artificial intelligence may not be considered hearsay because no natural or legal person is making an assertion. For example, when an electronically generated record is entirely the product of the functioning of a computerized system or process, there is no “person” involved in the creation of the record, and therefore no “assertion” being made by a person, in this case the record may not be hearsay under the FRE. But arguing innuendo that the artificial intelligence in question is “hearsay”, there are a multitude of exceptions that might apply. Thus, even if artificial intelligence has cleared the authentication and hearsay hurdles, additional evidentiary rules, such as showing the material is an “original” and is not unfairly prejudicial such that it should be excluded from evidence will apply.

H. Intellectual Property

Another major area of law that will be challenged by the use of artificial intelligence is copyright, trademark, and patent law especially given increasingly intelligent and creative machines and software entities. Patent law will implicate key aspects of artificial intelligence, including algorithms, neural nets, and statistical modeling, these are techniques which are widespread throughout many smart technologies, and would seemingly be of interest to a law of artificial intelligence. For patent law, Professor Lisa Vertinsky (see her chapter 18 in this book) commented that “thinking machines” are “transforming the invention process in ways not easily accommodated with the present U.S. patent system requiring that existing and supporting legal doctrine needs to be re-examined and rules for patentability, patent scope and patent infringement adjusted, to accommodate the new
As a general observation, mental processes and the processing of human thinking are presumed to be abstract and non-physical and therefore largely ineligible for patent protection. With this observation in mind, will artificial intelligence techniques which emulate human decision-making be considered abstract and not eligible for patent protection?

Currently the patent statutes do not on their face allow for software or algorithms to be listed as an inventor as the patent statute defines “inventor” to mean “the individual who invented or discovered the subject matter of the invention.” But inventions by artificially intelligent entities may be done independent of humans, which begs the question of who is the inventor? For example, in the area of product design, attorneys Ben Hattenbach and Joshua Glucoft note that computers with artificial intelligence are already independently designing genuinely useful inventions in a number of fields. Artificial intelligence can also be used to solve design problems often using novel solutions that were originally unknown to the human in the system. However, certain subject matter is not copyrightable, whether by human or artificial intelligence inventor. For example, in *Blue Spike, LLC v. Google Inc*, the Court found that because the patent at issue sought to model using on a computer “the highly effective ability of humans to identify and recognize a signal”, the patents simply cover a general-purpose implementation of “an abstract idea long undertaken within the human mind.”

From the examples just given, as indicated by Hattenbach and Glucoft, inventions by artificially intelligent systems suggest that it is perhaps “on a collision course with existing patent law” with regard to independently designed useful invention. Under the U.S. Constitution, intellectual property law focuses on creators and inventors—that is, “people” who create and invent. Additionally, the U.S. Constitution refers to securing exclusive rights to “authors and inventors” and the notion of human as inventor is embedded within the patent application process, in that the patent laws are framed in terms of human creation. For example, Section 100 of the Patent Act states “whoever shall invent” and section 102 prohibits patenting of subject matter that the person “did not himself invent.” Further, under the U.S. patent statute, the “term ‘inventor’ means the individual or, if a joint invention, the individuals collaboratively who invented or discovered the subject matter of the invention.”

As policy, perhaps the law could be amended to define “author” and “inventor” as “hardware or software capable of human-like intelligence” or a more nuanced definition of an author should be used that references independent thought. However, attorney
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Jeremy A. Cubert asks: “would we be opening Pandora’s Box of conferring ‘additional rights’ to AI capable of independent thought and creativity”? If so, how would creativity and invention be incentivized by expanding the definition of an author to include artificial intelligence? These policy considerations will be pressing as artificial intelligence becomes more creative and autonomous from humans. Consider that in a typical scenario, the employer of a creator or inventor becomes the owner of the intellectual property by virtue of the work for hire doctrine or an employment agreement; perhaps artificial intelligence could be regulated under the work for hire doctrine in which case the employer would own the copyright to the work.

Moving from the patent statute, another area of intellectual property law that will be challenged by artificial intelligence, is the question of authorship for works created by algorithms. Under U.S. copyright law, software is considered a “literary work” but under the current copyright statute software is not considered to be an author no matter how creative the work produced by artificial intelligence or how autonomous the work was produced from human input. But legislators have begun to take action in this area. On this point, a draft motion prepared by the European Commission argues that the sophisticated autonomous robots coming online should be granted the status of an “electronic person” with specific rights and obligations such as to claim copyright protection for their work, this implicates employee contracts and nondiscrimination agreements. Considering intellectual property rights, for artificially intelligent entities, issues of civil procedure will also need to be considered. For example, for copyright law, computers do not have standing to file an application or to initiate an infringement claim. But given algorithms are now writing news stories and financial reports independent of human authors how long before artificial intelligence entities are offered legal person rights or dealt with in some other way?

VII. TOWARDS A LAW OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

To begin, as policy for artificial intelligence, the goal of government regulators should be to draft legislation that does not stifle artificial intelligence research, but still protects the public from possible dangers when artificial intelligence approaches and then exceeds human levels of intelligence. For “smart machines” and other emerging technologies which are controlled by artificial intelligence, and which perform tasks that require computationally intensive algorithms and sophisticated analytical techniques, current legal doctrine is becoming challenged as these systems engage in creative and unpredictable behavior. So, how should the law respond to increasingly smart technologies? In the area of regulation, Professor Matthew Scherer writing about artificial intelligence
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concluded that to regulate artificial intelligence the regulatory regime must be able to define the term. This is a first step, but also a difficult step as people use terminology such as robotics and artificial intelligence as if they were interchangeable, when in fact, they are not. However, I do not propose that a law of artificial intelligence be developed from first principles as there already is a well-established body of constitutional, statutory, and case law that has relevance to emerging smart systems; this book is a testament to that conclusion. In fact, in my view, the statutes and case law which relate to artificial intelligence as discussed throughout this book represent a body of law which will serve as precedent for future disputes involving increasingly smart machines and virtual entities operating under the direction of artificial intelligence. But even with a body of law that represents a starting point for the regulation of artificial intelligence, still, the current law will be stressed by increasingly smart versions of artificial intelligence and thus new legislative action will be needed to provide additional guidance to courts dealing with systems that are learning on their own, performing autonomously, and reacting to the environment in unpredictable ways. For example, in commercial law, as Professor Stacy-Ann Elvy indicates, when artificial intelligence is a contracting party, Article 2 of the UCC will need to be amended to safeguard consumers experiencing the increased levels of information asymmetry and the growing distance between artificially intelligent consumers.

What features of artificial intelligence challenge established areas of law and should therefore be the focus of a law of artificial intelligence? I believe there are several attributes of artificial intelligence to consider. As argued throughout this Chapter, the technology driving the “artificial intelligence revolution” and creating challenges to current legal doctrine are the analytical techniques and algorithms which give machines the capability to go beyond their original programming and to operate autonomously from humans. Thus, the “techniques” of artificial intelligence, the algorithms and sophisticated analytical techniques, should be the focus of a law of artificial intelligence as opposed to the manifestation of artificial intelligence in a particular physical form. This is because while artificial intelligence controls the actions of machines that project a physical presence in the world, artificial intelligence doesn’t need a body either to “exist” or to act on the physical world. Artificial intelligence also controls digital entities, and this fact alone creates tension in the law beyond those created by increasingly smart machines and implies that a law focusing just on “smart machines” would not adequately cover the full range of technologies controlled by artificial intelligence that are entering society. Additionally, there are other features of artificial intelligence to consider for those who advocate for the regulation of artificial intelligence, such as the ability of artificial intelligence to act autonomously from humans, to engage in creative problem solving, and as noted above to exist either as a physical or digital entity. Other commentators, such as artificial intelligence experts Stuart Russell and Peter Norvig, point to self-improvement, the use of language, and having an internal model of the world as distinguishing factors of artificial intelligence. Each of these general features of artificial intelligence raises specific ques-
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tions of law. For example, whether a “virtual avatar” that operates autonomously from humans can serve as an agent, whether products liability law applies to algorithms and software, whether algorithms are patentable subject matter, and whether courts can access the internal model of the world developed by artificial intelligence as evidence to be used against the artificial intelligence in a criminal proceeding, these are just a few issues of concern for a law of artificial intelligence.194

Further, how to assign liability when an artificially intelligent entity harms a human or damages property is, of course, an important issue to discuss for those who advocate that artificial intelligence needs to be regulated. In the area of liability, Professors William Smart, Cindy Grimm, and Woody Hartzog, have rightly observed that complex autonomous systems will present a problem for classic fault-based legal schemes like torts because intelligent systems have the potential to behave in unpredictable ways.195 They pose the following important question—how can people who build and deploy automated and intelligent systems be said to be at fault when they could not have reasonably anticipated the behavior and thus the risk, of an automated intelligent system?196 So, how to address this issue? Given the lack of legal person status for artificial intelligence, a strict liability scheme that holds producers liable for harm regardless of fault might be an approach to consider (at least until artificial intelligence is granted the fiction of legal person status).197 Thus, lacking legal person standing, given that artificial intelligence may cause property damage or harm humans, it is possible that the courts or legislators will be asked to impose strict liability on the creators of programs, for the acts of such programs.

There is a growing movement among governments to regulate artificial intelligence, or at least to acknowledge that increasingly smart systems will pose challenges for law and policy. For example, in the U.S., the White House released a report on the future of artificial intelligence which offers several recommendations for how to regulate this technology, for purposes of this Chapter it is worth noting a few of the recommendations made in the report.198 First, given that the data used to train artificial intelligence may influence what it learns, and how it responds, federal agencies should prioritize the creation of open training data and open data standards in artificial intelligence. Thus, the government should emphasize the release of datasets that enable the use of artificial intelligence to address a number of issues such as desired social changes. Potential steps in this area could include developing an “Open Data for AI” initiative with the objective of releasing a significant number of government datasets to accelerate artificial intelligence research and to encourage the use of open data standards and best practices across government, academia, and the private sector. Second, government agencies should draw on appropriate technical
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expertise when setting regulatory policy for artificially intelligent enabled products; given the complexity of artificial intelligence techniques, domain expertise will be critical for informing legislators of the scope and capabilities of artificial intelligence. Additionally, it has been suggested that effective regulation of artificially intelligent products will require collaboration between agency leadership, staff knowledgeable about the existing regulatory framework and regulatory practices generally, and technical experts with knowledge of artificial intelligence. Third, it is recommended that schools and universities should include ethics, and related topics in security, privacy, and safety, as an integral part of curricula on artificial intelligence, machine learning, computer science, and data science.

As I have argued throughout this Chapter, the most important aspect of increasingly smart technologies from the perspective of challenging established law and policy is the algorithms and analytical techniques of artificial intelligence controlling the entity. The idea that legislators need to act in response to advances in smart technology is especially relevant given the increasing autonomy of systems controlled by artificial intelligence. The need for legislative action is also clear when one considers that cases decided almost 50 years ago mirror the current analysis allocating liability for automated technologies; this indicates the need for new approaches for artificially intelligent systems that are beginning to act independently of humans.

So, given that increasingly smart entities are entering society, what is the next step to take? As artificial intelligence accelerates quickly into society, according to law professor John McGinnis this creates a need for a response from governments to react to the potential huge effects of disruptive innovations being spurred by the use of artificial intelligence across a range of applications.199 So, let the debate about whether artificial intelligence should be considered a disruptive and transformative technology, and should therefore be regulated and the subject of a new field of law begin now while we still have time to chart our future.
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